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INTRODUCTION
The Cryptocurrency universe is the center of innovation and new
decentralization that will lead the way towards the ecosystem and most
empowerment of crypo. This will bring solutions to some of the most ants
ypto
important issues in the world.
world
ency
SEBATOKEN is a Binance Smart Chain-based cryptocurrency
marketplace, where buyers and sellers meet to transact based on onglong-term speculative and views of great value.
SEBATOKEN is based on Binance Smart Chain BSC(BEP20).
SEBATOKEN will be a whole ecosystem that will provide features P20).
like
like Staking, NFT Marketplace and exchange.
SEBATOKEN will develop its own unique NFT marketplace which p its
will connect the decentralized community. Moreover, People will now ized
ique
be able to own exclusive rights on unique themes, animations,
ates,
motion backgrounds, After Effect Templates, videos, music, and
much more.
The Team behind SEBATOKEN are revolutionizing the market with aens.
ible,
more open, accessible, and fair global financial system with a
ncedecentralized Binance-powered crypto swapping.
our
Staking will allow users to earn yield in a form of SEBA tokens.
Unlike, other conventional platforms our wallet allows
lenders/investors to generate more value to users' crypto assets.
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MISSION
Our Vision is to bring innovation and perfection in delivering
products and services to the Cryptocurrency universe.
Our mission is to provide our customers with
comprehensive bundle of products and services delivered
with integrity and efficiency.
An integration between innovation and flexible payment
process is granted.
SEBATOKEN envisions that our customers be forwardthinking in using our services.
SEBATOKEN ensures that our products and services can
be purchased and sold easily.
Our main objective is to provide people with a secure and
easy way of purchasing our services.
SEBATOKEN will create a platform where users can buy
and sell videos, animations, and other useful stuff.
We focus on developing a better website for music that
is easier to use.
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ABOUT SEBATOKEN?
STOCK VIDEOS
You can find any clip of any scene you imagine in high
quality, our stock videos are filmed b y many creative
creators around the world.

PROFESSIONAL REPORTS
Professional reports are what distinguish our website from similar
sites. News agencies benefit from our professional reports a lot.
Professional reports can be a documentary or News or anything.

MUSIC
We have contracted with famous music producers
around the world to deliver the best music to satisfy every
music taste and of course, with every track you buy you
get a commercial use license.

ANIMATION
We provide wide range or animations. For Example: congratulation
animation, after-effects templates, advanced effects, and motion
backgrounds.
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ECOSYSTEM
SEBATOKEN is a decentralized finance (DeFi) token
on the Binance with three functions that take place
during each trade: Reflection, Liquidity Pool (LP)
Acquisition, and Staking. These functions work
together to overcome messy problems caused by
farming rewards, and price fluctuations. that it is
nearing the Binance user ceiling and its growth is
unsustainable.
SEBATOKEN hopes to generate immense value for
our community.
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NFT MARKETLACE
NFT Marketplace is a vital part of our ecosystem dealing
with NFT'S. Blockchain provides the ability to create
Non-Fungible tokens (NFTs) which are unique, noninterchangeable assets, minted on-chain.
These tokens can be linked to anything from digital
Anime to physical assets. The core attributes of NFTs
give them unique value and categorically separate them
from other types of assets.
These properties include being verifiably unique and
indivisible.
The transparent nature of the underlying code
means that the scarcity and ownership of any given
token are evident without the need for a trusted
intermediary.
We view the emergence of NFTs as a continuation of a
paradigm shift from centralized to decentralized systems.
This framework in Tokens (NFT) is now unlocking fresh
business models for the creators of digital and physical
collectibles.
NFTs are being utilized for digital arts, digital
property, and other applications where each tradable
NFT has its own unique attributes and value. NFTs can
be allocated to unique accounts. People can feel confident
that they truly own an original asset and can verify their
ownership on a public blockchain.
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LIQUIDITY
After providing liquidity the liquidity providers receive LP tokens. Users
pay fees for trading on DEX, which is allocated to liquidity
providers depending on the quantity of LP tokens or the percent
share they own in the pool. LP may suffer a temporary loss as a
result of providing liquidity, and they may not get the same
number of coins back.
The SEBATOKEN protocol guarantees that token holders'
assets are immediately taken and locked for liquidity. The
primary goal is to keep the holder informed about the
SEBATOKEN performance by avoiding whale dips when they
are used in a mass trade-off.
SEBATOKEN secret is Automatic LP. We have a function here that
serves as a dual-beneficial implementation for holders.
At the beginning, the contract collects tokens from both sellers
and purchasers and adds them to the LP, establishing a stable price floor.
Second, the penalty serves as an arbitrage-resistance mechanism,
ensuring that the volume of SEBATOKEN remains safe as a
reward for the holders. In principle, the additional LP provides
stability by adding the tax to the token's total liquidity, thus
raising the token's overall LP and maintaining the token's price floor.
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REFLECTION
Reflection is also known as static rewards, aims to prevent price
collapures and valuation bubble busts caused by liquidity provider (LP)
farming rewards.
Manual burns assist in rewarding and informing the community.
The manual burn's circumstances and quantities are publicized and monitored.
During larger collapses, this automatic liquidity pool offers stability.
When whales sell big positions, automatic LP keeps the price from fluctuating
too much.

LP ACQUISITION

REFLECTION

BURNING
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STAKING
SEBATOKEN works on the Binance platform, which is eco-friendly and
working on a proof of stake. In addition to being the largest crypto
exchange by trading volume, Binance offers exemplary staking
services. Binance staking protects users' funds by utilising effective
security measures and providing a Secure Asset Fund for Users
(SAFU). Our staking method at the time of writing is arguably one of the
safest and eco-friendly methods (for cryptocurrency) to earn passive
income.
All staked tokens are stored on the platform using a secure wallet and
a double-checking system. As more people, including institutional
investors, recognize the crypto market’s lucrativeness, crypto staking is
quickly becoming a trend of earning passive income by simply holding
or locking funds in a wallet.
Since staking cryptos requires some technical crypto’s know-how and
damming, SEBATOKEN staking platforms come in handy to
allow investors, even those without technical knowledge of cryptos, to
stake PoS coins and earn rewards by lending them the staking platform
technical expertise and validates stakes on investors behalf, enabling
you to earn passive income.
The substantial growth of crypto staking has seen a boom in staking
platforms allowing investors to earn staking rewards seamlessly. If
you're thinking of making passive income through staking Then
SEBATOKEN is a fantastic option.
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WHY SEBATOKEN?
Transparency & immutability
With the SEBA, each time a token exchange is recorded on the
BINANCE blockchain, an audit trail is present to trace where the
tokens came from. This can not only help to improve security and
prevent fraud in exchange-related businesses, but can also help
verify the authenticity of the traded assets.

Lower Fees
The fees associated with SEBA transactions are significantly
lower than those associated with debit and credit cards, as well
as wire transfers and BACS payments.

TRUST
Trust is crucial in the bitcoin industry. This entails complete
transparency in all aspects of community and development work,
as well as security efforts.
SEBATOKEN has completed its security audit. We’re glade to
assure you that the inclusion of Binance Pegged BUSD increases
user trust.
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WHY SEBATOKEN ?
Transaction traceability
SEBA is far more secure than other record-keeping systems
because each new transaction is encrypted and linked to the
previous transaction.
SEBATOKEN is made up of a complex string of mathematical
numbers and is impossible to be altered.
This immutable and incorruptible nature of SEBA
makes it safe from falsified information and hacks once
formed.

Ease to Use
Ease of use is the reason why SEBA has no value. All you need
is a smart device and an internet connection to start making your
own payments and money transfers.

LONGEVITY
SEBATOKEN is here to stay. The decentralized community
encourages and embraces long-term ecosystem and foundation
development to generate genuine use cases and higher benefits
than any ephemeral fad.
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ROADMAP OF 1ST YEAR

2022 Q1

Website of Seba Token
Creates a telegram channel
Create a Twitter account
Create an Instagram, account.

2022 Q2
Create a media site to facilitate the publication
and circulation of the media easily and without
restrictions
Creation of Apps for the media

2022 Q3

Create a platform for buying and selling videos

2022 Q4
Creation an application to sell products in
America: sebamarket.com
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TOKEN
TOKEN DETAILS
DETAILS

TOKEN NAME
SYMBOL
TOTAL SUPPLY
PLATFORM

SEBATOKEN
SEBA
250,000,000
BINANCE SMART CHAIN
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